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Brutalism Lite: Concrete Comes Inside to Play

Classified as either the bête noir of 20th-century architecture or the
subject of a cult-like fetish, Brutalism occupies a precarious space in
architectural memory. Considering its associations with oppressive public
housing estates and top-down cultural monoliths, the rough-hewn
Brutalist style is sometimes viewed as a regrettable embrace of a onetime cutting-edge material.
In architectural circles, cement sentimentalists admire the utilitarian
aesthetic and efficient engineering of unfinished concrete as the ideal
manifestation of post-war high modernism. Is there no room to cement a
concrete compromise?
Now, concrete is showing its softer side in the form of optical illusion
wallpaper conceived by Dutch designer, Piet Boon. Eschewing harsh
texture and all-encompassing massings for slick surfaces, this new
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incarnation of Brutalism—let’s call it Brutalite—elevates concrete to an
inspired option for 21st-century interiors.
Concrete is one of my favorite materials,” Boon tells Architizer. “Versatile
and pure, it suits almost any shape, style and atmosphere — from robust
to elegant and playful—and ages beautifully.” To create the hyper-real
replications on wallpaper, high-definition photographs were taken of the
real concrete surfaces throughout Boon’s own Amsterdam studio.
“I definitely have great affinity with concrete architecture,” Boons says.
“Of course I can admire what Le Corbusier, perhaps the most important
representative of the Brutalist movement, designed, but I
prefer Tadao Ando’s more refined, elegant and poetic take on
concrete. For the same reason I am a great admirer of the works
of Lúis Barragán and Peter Zumthor. They all use concrete for
structures which express such serenity and elegance, transforming
a purely functional material into a language.”
That language historically took the form of state institutions, but
Brutalite’s highly considered design and smooth texture makes it more
suited for swish domestic life. At the under-construction Park Avenue
luxury high-rise, Huys, the wallpaper coats the entry lobby’s interior,
immersing residents in matte glory. While Brutalism flourished
internationally, Boons’s eye for functionalism and cheeky embrace of a
one-time maligned material reflects a decidedly Dutch irony. New
Amsterdam denizens can catch a glimpse of Brutalite on display at the
Huys HQ at 404 Park Avenue South—or you can deck out your own walls
by contacting Lepere.
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The lobby of Huys

	
  

	
  
	
  

Huys exterior on Park Avenue South	
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